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from the pastor’s desk
Be mindful of what you pray to God with a sincere heart.
My wife, Molly and I retired at the end of March 2012 to live part time in Jackson Hole, WY
and part time in Miramar Beach, FL. When grandson, Elliott James Stagg, was born to our son David
and his beloved wife Andie, God altered our plans. In February 2013, we moved to New Orleans
to help him skip day care three or so days a week. What a joy. Molly joined St. Charles Avenue
Presbyterian Church and I, as a member of the Presbytery of South LA, attended with her. Everyone
was so friendly, the music superb, and the preaching inspirational. After thirty-six and a third years of
leading worship and preaching, my greatest joy on Sundays was sitting with wife, family, and friends in
the pew a safe distance from the pulpit. Life was sweet, filled with family, friends, good food and plenty
of time to read books and magazines unrelated to theology and sermon preparation.
Now for the warning, the prompter of these few words. As time in the wonderland that is New Orleans slipped by, the
thought kept coming to mind that there might be something else that God would have me do. Early in June, in a time of meditation
and prayer, I asked God to guide me clearly if that were the case. A few short weeks later an email and a phone call came from my
friend Don Frampton. We met for coffee and he told me that his associate Kelly Hostetler would be leaving for the Northwest soon
and that he would be needing some help in the form of part time Interim Associate Pastors. Would I be willing to take on some of
those duties? Even as I tried to find excuses to say no, I knew in my spirit that I was to agree.
I am so thankful to God, this congregation, and to my friend Don for this new opportunity to serve and to grow. The
blessings are now and eternal. Be mindful of what you pray to God with a sincere heart, as you may find yourself blessed in ways of
which you never dreamed.

Phil Stagg, SCAPC Interim Associate Pastor
I heard some time ago (I don’t remember when) from someone (I don’t remember who) that the
clearest expression of life lived in faith is gratitude. I have pondered that proposition now for quite some
time and with, perhaps, another ten or twenty years to mull it over, I may be prepared to tentatively
declare that I think it might be true (if I can remember that I was thinking about it).
But, gratefully, I realize that I don’t have to remember to be grateful. By a happy accident of the
American holiday season, we move from remembrance (Halloween/All Saints) to gratitude (Thanksgiving)
to hope (Christmas). Thanksgiving is a season for remembering what we have to be grateful for and, if we
choose, to express our gratitude. But no amount of remembering (or turkey and dressing) can make us
grateful. Remembering may only make us sad or resentful. We either live, essentially, in gratitude or we
don’t. It is an attitude of life. If there is anything left of the doctrine of predestination, I think it may be
this. Similarly, Christmas is about hope, not “wishing.” Wishing is only about what we want. Hope (for
what God will do) rises from gratitude (for what God has done).
We have all heard quips about there being “two kinds of people in the world.” You’ve heard most of them– “haves and havenots,” “winners and losers,” “optimists and pessimists,” “liberals and conservatives,” “good people and bad people” – and none of
them are especially true. But I am leaning in the direction of believing that there really are two kinds of people in the world – those
who are grateful and those who feel they are entitled. Lest there be any misunderstanding, I am not talking about anything having to
do with socioeconomic standing or political policy, but only of a self-understanding that pervades all classes, races, cultures, intellects,
and religions.
Where does a life of gratitude come from and how does one get such a life? Truth is, I’m not sure I know exactly. But I’m
getting tentatively almost sure of two things—it comes to us from outside of us, and it is Godly. The theologian H. Richard Niebuhr
(brother of the more famous brother) said it more eloquently, and I will paraphrase him (since I can’t remember exactly what he said
or if, indeed, it was he who actually said it). The essence of faith is appreciating that “life is a gift, that there is a Giver, and that the
Giver can be trusted.”
Merry Christmas!

Jim Stayton, SCAPC Interim Associate Pastor
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point of view:

battling hurry & overscheduling

When Dallas Willard says that we must “ruthlessly eliminate hurry from our lives” in order to know Jesus, in order
to grow spiritually, in order to be used by the Spirit...what does that mean for our faith? Is the whole idea of a
fast-paced, overcrowded calendar the very thing that so many of us are slaves to and the very thing we should
be guarding against? How do you successfully manage your schedules, with the practice of “slowing down” in
mind? How do you deal with an overcrowded calendar, an ever growing to-do list, and still have time to devote to
spirituality, God, and being a part of this church community?

StePhanie haniFord:
An over-crowded schedule has become the norm in
my life this year. From work commitments to personal
commitments, down-time is scarce. In an effort to
continue my spiritual growth and connection to God,
I have dedicated specific times of day to prayer and my
spiritual life. Every morning while I am getting ready,
I say my prayers. First, I begin with a thankful heart
for all God has done for me. I then ask for guidance
and protection for myself and the people around me.
Lastly, I ask God to be with me throughout the day as
I face possible challenges. Personally, I deal with my
schedule by prioritizing the three most important things
that must be accomplished that day. Throughout the
day, I make sure to give praise to God, because any
accomplishments would not be possible without Him.
Prayer and reflection help to keep me focused and aid in
‘slowing down’ my mind so that I can truly enjoy what
is happening around me, rather than being a slave to my
schedule and to-do list.

BenJaMin MorriSon:
Sometimes I don’t do my devotional for the day and as
the day progresses I feel guilty. Finding time for God every
day should be our number one priority, but we have so
much going on in our lives that sometimes it is a struggle
to even make it to church on Sundays. In recent years, I’ve
not been as active in the church as I should have been,
considering everything the church has done for me. I love
SCAPC with all my heart and soul. It has been a constant
presence in my life since the day I was baptized. It is the
people at SCAPC that God has surrounded me with that
make me love our church community so much. I try to
find ways to be active at church because I feel so loved
while I’m there. I feel God’s love, the love of my fellow

“Be still, and know that i am god!” -Psalm 46:10
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members, and the love we share for each other as members
of SCAPC. So even when I forget to do my devotional for
the day, when I walk into church on Sunday, I feel the
love and I keep coming back for more.

“again and again, as we pursue spiritual life, we
must do battle with hurry. For many of us, the great
danger is not that we will renounce our faith. it
is that we will become so distracted and rushed
and preoccupied that we will settle for a mediocre
version of it.”
-John ortberg, The Life You’ve Always Wanted

John hoPe, iii:
A year and a half ago, a group from SCAPC and
Temple Sinai visited Israel. Our itinerary called for us
to be in Jerusalem on a Sabbath. The afternoon before
the Sabbath, the city was alive with activity. There was
last minute shopping and meals being prepared the day
before Sabbath. Everyone seemed so busy. Then we
woke up on the Sabbath morning and what a change.
Almost no cars or other vehicles were on the roads. The
only workers in our hotel were Arab or other non Jews.
Shops and restaurants were all closed. The Jewish people
were not working. The transformation to the Sabbath
was amazing. Children still played outside and it seemed
that families spent the day together. The Jewish people
followed God’s instruction to observe the Sabbath: a day
to rest and honor God.

derriCk heyl:
Quite simply, I reconcile a busy life and faith by
attempting to honor God with my daily thoughts and
actions. I routinely ask myself, “Is this activity what
God intends for me, my family, and others?” I’ve never
found it difficult to find time for prayer, ask Him for
encouragement, or simply express gratitude for all of

His gifts. To me, it’s about sincerity, not time.
By deliberate action, though, I reserve Sunday
mornings as God’s time. If not in worship,
I devote quiet time to God and try to avoid
scheduled activities until at least late morning. I
believe that life is all about priorities, and as long
as I keep faith at the top of my list, my calendar
will complement every aspect of my life without
compromising my relationship with God.

“We must ruthlessly eliminate hurry from our lives. This does
not mean we will never be busy. Jesus often had much to
do, but he never did it in a way that severed the life-giving
connection between him and his Father or in a way that
interfered with his ability to give love when love was called
for. He observed a regular practice of withdrawing from
activity for the sake of solitude and prayer. Jesus was often
busy, but never hurried.”
–John Ortberg, The Life You’ve Always Wanted

“Slow down. Take a deep breath. What’s the
hurry? Why wear yourself out? Just what are
you after anyway?...”
-Jeremiah 2:25a The Message

Cathy Franklin:
I’m trying to develop the practice of starting my
day by tuning into God’s presence by reading a daily
devotional, either from a book or from one of my
smartphone apps, and contemplating the scriptural
references. Even if I only spend a few minutes doing
that, followed by a few minutes expressing gratitude for
specific blessings and asking God to help me see clearly
during the day how I can show His love, the practice
provides some balance to my day. My efforts to be more
attentive to God’s presence at the start of my day instead
of reading emails, checking social media, pouring
over the newspaper, are gradually helping me be more
attentive to how I can do things with love throughout
my day. Nope, not successful all of the time. Maybe not
even most of the time. But, that’s what practice is.
Eventually, I hope to establish a habit.

“People nowadays take time far more seriously
than eternity.” –Thomas Kelly

Bruce Worley:
It has been said that time passes faster as we age. As
children, summer lasted a long time, whereas to parents
the summer passes quickly. There is a theory that time is
relative to the age of the witness. A 6-year-old will feel
summer has a factor of 2 (6 years divided by 3 months),
whereas a 60-year-old will have a factor of 20 (60 years
divided by 3 months), or in other words, time seems 10
times faster to the 60-year-old than to the 6-year-old!
This being said, it is necessary for all of us to slow down,
utilize our time, and consider priorities, which include
not only material necessities, but our spiritual lives as
well. Many of us practice day-planning and use manual
or digital organizers to keep track of our to-do lists,
but we must remember to make a period of spiritual
dedication a priority amongst all our other engagements.
This time for meditation should be when the mind and
body can be relaxed and listen for God. A great reference
is Beginning to Pray by Anthony Bloom, especially the
chapter “managing time.” •

“Come to me, all who are weary and are carrying
heavy burdens, and I will give you rest. Take my
yoke upon you, and learn from me ... and you will
find rest for your souls.” -Matthew 11:28-29

Editor’s note: This is the seventh in a series of articles called “Point of View” in which members of the congregation write on a topic
that is important and meaningful to them.
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Rebuilding Hope

in Appalachia
by Emma Pegues

Mission work to me has always meant service, with
my experience coming in at a far second to the needs
our work is doing in the community. So, having
never before attended a mission trip with St. Charles
Avenue Presbyterian Church or visited our Appalachian
neighbors, I had limited expectations. What I got in
Jonesville, Virginia was a wonderful awakening to an
entirely new world filled with people whose definition of
“blessings” stopped me in my tracks and taught me much
more about God’s love than I could have ever expected. I
learned during our brief stay in Appalachia that mission
work can be just as healing for you as it is for those you
are serving.
As our drive from the Knoxville, Tennessee airport
took us farther and farther from any semblance of our
accustomed lifestyle, the reality of where we had been
called to work began to dawn on me. Abandoned towns
with empty store fronts, overgrown shacks next to piles of
discarded appliances and old building materials set into
landscapes so breathtaking you knew the colors came
straight from God’s paintbrush: Appalachia is a place of
beautiful contradictions. It was becoming clear to me
that, while we are all God’s children, the people who
called this place home had vastly different life experiences
than I did. Indeed, in an area where the economy has
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traditionally rested on agriculture, mining, timber, and
manufacturing, too many of our neighbors to the north
have fallen on hard times with a poverty rate of nearly
double the national average and an annual household
income just over $13,500. How can anyone survive and
live this way? I thought. They must be miserable. How could
we find common ground? So much for love thy neighbor!
It may have only
been
October,
but the chill in
my Grinch-WhoStole-Christmas
heart was certainly
already there.
Our days were
spent
working
with two families
who had enlisted
the
help
of
the Appalachia Service Project (ASP) – a volunteer
organization whose goal is to make homes “warmer, safer,
and drier for needy families” on the way to accomplishing
their vision of substandard housing being eradicated in
Central Appalachia. We spent our nights bundled up
against the cold in our bunks at the ASP’s Jonesville

“in the end, it was
not me who rebuilt
hope for others on
our trip, but others
who rebuilt hope
within me”

Center – bellies full and bodies tired from long days of
doing God’s work. However, while physical labor was a
large part of our service, a central part of ASP’s mission
is the fellowship they encourage you to have with the
families whose homes you are working on. We may
appreciate the feelings we get from working on new
home construction with the knowledge that a happy
family will one day inhabit its freshly painted walls,
but to be repairing flooring in a kitchen already filled
with love and laughter is an entirely different and truly
special experience. Something about holding the baby
that crawls on the flooring you’re installing connects
you with the work in a newfound, precious way.
That’s what baby Jonah, his older sister Jana, and his
parents Melissa and Steve did for me. Giving us free
reign of their modest home while we poked, prodded,
drilled, re-drilled, tore up, and painted the walls that
held their family, the Middletons reached out and
connected me back spiritually and emotionally to the
work we were there to do. Here we were, crawling
around on dirty floors, side stepping baby toys and bags
of dog food in our attempts to glue down tiling and nail
baseboards, and all the while Melissa and baby Jonah
happily cooed on the couch. During our picnic meals
together in their front yard amongst forgotten pieces of
plywood and old paint buckets, Melissa expressed her
gratitude for all ASP has done for their family and spoke
lovingly about her hard working husband and daughter
Jana, who is working hard to overcome the struggles
of living with Down syndrome. When Steve returned
from work early to meet Jana as she came home from
school, the love and gratitude he felt for each day spent
with his family was apparent, and he didn’t hesitate to
tell us what a gift from God the volunteers like us from
ASP were to them all.
How can this be? How could they possibly feel blessed
with so little? I thought. How is it that they are so happy
and hospitable in the midst of this poverty and ruin? I
could never be this happy if I had been dealt the hand
they have. Even without all of the material possessions
I take for granted, this family was not only content
but truly happy and knew that God had smiled and
would continue to smile upon them. And, just like the
Whos down in Whoville (the tall and the small), the
Middletons were singing without any presents at all.
Our trip with the Appalachia Service Project helped my
small, doubtful Grinch heart grow three sizes and, in
the end, it was not me who rebuilt hope for others on
our trip, but others who rebuilt hope within me. •
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“The Appalachia Service Project in Jonesville, Virginia was another good mission/work experience but it stands out from
other trips I’ve been on in that, although we had definite construction projects assigned to us, the emphasis at ASP was
on the interaction with the family in whose homes we were working. We were urged to spend a good part of each day
visiting with the family, listening to their hopes and their problems, sharing ours with them, and especially praying with
them. Each of us left Jonesville feeling very grateful for this experience.”

–John Geiser

“This was my first mission trip and I was fortunate to be with a veteran RHINO team who showed me the ropes and
ignored my shortcomings. I came away with callouses on my formerly smooth hands and the knowledge that you can
teach an old dog new tricks. The Appalachian Service Project is testament to the benefits of service; not only to the
recipient, but to the provider as well.”

–Geoff Snodgrass

“I grew up in the rural South. Mine is the first generation of my family who didn’t start out working on the farm. I
remember when indoor plumbing was a big deal. So meeting the people in the hills of Virginia was no real surprise
for me. In fact with Appalachia’s colloquialisms and homespun humor the region seemed very familiar. I do have to
accept that my reality is much different now compared to what we found. However, once I got past my prejudices
and preconceptions, as a whole, the people are no different than me in what is truly important: love of God, love of
family and love of life. Two descriptive adjectives come to mind: genuine and honest. Overall it was an enjoyable and
rewarding experience.”

–Leon Hinson

“This experience in Appalachia was a blessing to me. I helped repair a home along with my SCAPC teammates and
immersed myself in the life experience of the families who live in this area of the U.S. Because I grew up in rural
Alabama, none of what we saw or experienced was surprising or uncomfortable for me. This comfort level allowed me
to relax and enjoy the honor of participation as an ASP volunteer and I look forward to the next time we can go.”

–Ruth Hinson

“As the Rebuilding Hope Appalachian mission trip was my first travel mission experience and me possessing limited
building skills, I wasn’t sure what sort of an impact I was going to make. Once the reality of the extent of help required
there sank in, it was gratifying to know that any effort made on the behalf the folks there was so needed and greatly
appreciated.”

–Carro Gardner

“We got to help a family live a little more comfortably and we put some smiles on the faces of two little children.”

–Donald Paxton
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Phifer Library’s
BookS For

advent
by Bonnie Shoemaker

The Christmas Gift
By R. William Bennett
How can the unlikely friendship of two sixth-grade
boys influence the decision of an angry man bent
on getting even when someone insults him? This is
the story of Ben and Scott, who form an unlikely
friendship. With a rough start on the first day in
a new school, Scott is confronted by the school
bully, Ben. Scott wants to get even, but his father
wisely counsels him to
take a different look at
Ben. The results, a deeper
understanding of why Ben
acts as he does. R. William
Bennett weaves the story of
present and past situations
bringing the reader to the
final outcome of finding
forgiveness, understanding,
and acceptance.

The Women of Christmas:
Experience the Season
Afresh with Elizabeth,
Mary, and Anna
By Liz Curtis Higgs
In a closer look at the lives
of Elizabeth, Mary, and
Anna, the author digs deep
into the Scriptures and the
cultural background of
the times to give a glimpse
into their relationship to the birth of Christ. There
is a study guide in the back that makes it useful for
individual or group study. Reviews call it “a perfect
seasonal blend, with genuine warmth, profound
wisdom, and refreshing wonder.”

Watch for the Light: Readings for Advent and
Christmas
by a collection of authors
A collection of poems and essays from writers such
as Madeleine L’Engle, Philip Yancey, Karl Barth,
and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. The editors’ selection of
these collections are to guide the reader to rediscover
“Advent as a season of inward preparation.”

The Case for Christmas: A
Journalist investigates the
Identity of the Child in the
Manger
By Lee Strobel
By focusing on the “hows”
and whys” of Christmas,
this warm yet journalistic
book will help believers
reaffirm their faith
while guiding seekers as
they pursue solid answers about this miraculous
occurrence. With material from The Case for Christ
as well as new ideas from author Lee Strobel, this
book is designed to be a tool for those who want to
understand what happened at Christmas 2,000 years
ago.

These are just a few of the many Advent and Christmas books available for check-out in the Phifer
Library. Check the special section shelf and give yourself the gift of inspirational stories and devotions
this holiday season. Questions? Contact Bonnie Shoemaker, library@scapc.org.
Fall2014
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SCAPC
staff answers...
“How do you wind down/relax after a busy day/week?”
I’d like to say that I do something really productive
to relieve stress – like scrapbooking or yoga. But, if
I’m being totally honest, my favorite way to wind
down after a hectic week is binge watching Netflix
on the couch. Sometimes it’s a blessing to be doing
nothing at all.

I typically read to relax, though I sometimes
unwind by doing a craft project.

On weeknights, I like to relax by cooking dinner
with my husband, then snuggling with my kitty
while reading a book or crocheting while we watch
TV. On weekends, I like to go on walks or spend
time outside at the park. Other than that, you can
find me painting, baking, or working on DIY house
projects with my husband.

At the end of a long day I enjoy working out at
barre3 on Magazine. Then I come home, sit on the
front porch, catch up with the neighbors, and share a
glass of wine with my husband, Seth.

-Emma Pegues

-caitlin rowland

I fall into my recliner, making sure the TV remote
is within reach, and don’t get up unless there is a fire.

-jim stayton

Most of you know that I like to play golf. But
when it comes to pasttimes, you need to know that
I’m decidedly not one-dimensional, for I also am
the proud owner of a Big Green Egg. For those of
you who don’t know, the BGE is a heavy ceramic
outdoor cooker, oval-shaped and, of course, green
in color...think “Masters Green” (Coincidence? We
don’t think so!) It is not only efficient, but highly
versatile as a grill, smoker, or baker. So, I guess that
would make me an “Egghead,” but let me tell you...
there are others of us out there! (Think John Koch,
Parke Ellis, Richard Seelman, Steven Blackmon, etc.
etc. etc.)

-don frampton

I listen to music and spend time with my dog.

-carol pointer
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-pierce young

Qu’est-ce que c’est, “wind down/relax?”

-wayne willcox

-Genny Hagler

At the end of a taxing day or hectic week, a walk
around the neighborhood can be diverting and
energizing. At home I find relaxation comes better
with the TV and internet off and with a good book
or an engaging periodical in hand. The most potent
way I have found to release the residue of the past,
both recent and distant, is prayer. God is very
receptive to our thoughts and has a wonderful way of
putting them into a livable perspective.

-Phil Stagg

Spend time with my wife and kids, ride my bike,
watch football, and sleep!

-andy fox

Simplicity During the Advent Season
a devotional by Miriam Schulingkamp

The Christmas buying season started early this year – the day after Halloween! In a world where the secular
Christmas season now lasts two months, how do we find the space to prepare for the holy day of Christ’s birth?
What should be a period of joy and anticipation becomes a rush of commerce and social obligations leading to
exhaustion.
Last year, my family entered the Advent season recovering from several family deaths and the accompanying
sadness. No one was in the mood to do the usual Christmas preparation so…we had no tree and other traditions
were abandoned. I was a little angry that no one wanted to rally for the Christmas celebration but decided to honor
the majority family opinion. I love all the fuss of the season. I thought that all the commercialism would reinforce
the sadness I was feeling over my family not taking part in usual festivities.
Sometimes what seems like a terrible decision manifests its self as the delightful opposite. I dug through the boxes
of Christmas decorations and pulled out my favorite crèche – a simple one made from straw that I had bought
years ago in Puerto Rico. This sole holiday decoration took its place at the center of the house. I found that I had
time to attend Advent functions at SCAPC without any mental distractions. Christmas morning, opening with our
traditional reading of the birth of Christ, was more fun than I remember in many years with a leisurely brunch and
group participation in preparing the Christmas feast. Laughter imbued the morning. Last Advent and Christmas
are among my favorites so far. I felt wrapped in the love that permeates the season without any distractions or
worries about the myriad of tasks I usually undertake. I felt happy and content the entire season – and very centered
in God’s presence.
The forced simplicity of last year’s celebration of Advent and Christmas made me evaluate how I will celebrate this
year. The tree will make a come back as will some of our other traditions – but not all of them. Simplicity will be
the lens through which I will evaluate what I do this season. If an activity distracts from or adds little to the grace
of the season, I will banish it. If I start to feel hurried, I will eliminate something. I want to harbor that wonderful
feeling of Christmas being.
Lord of Outrageous Grace, Thank You for the beauty of the Advent season. Help me to find creative and joyful ways to be
in Your presence as we celebrate the amazing gift you gave in sending Your Son. Support me to dismiss the unimportant
from my days with You. Amen.
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see it to be it
A Spotlight on the Victory Youth Training Academy, a SCAPC Community Ministries Partner

by Robert Edgecombe

In one corner of the gym in Langston Hughes Charter
School near the Fairgrounds, a dozen students stand on a
makeshift baseball diamond and talk about what to do if
a ground ball is hit with runners on first and second. In a
nearby classroom, another group of students finishes up a
tutoring session focusing on reading. Others file through
the hall after choir practice.
The students are among 200 kids on three campuses
who participate in the Victory Youth Training Academy,
an after-school program focusing on academic
enrichment, athletics, and character education for
students in kindergarten through fourth grade. Victory’s
founder and president, Coach Melvin Howard, says the
program’s guiding principle is expressed most succinctly
in Proverbs 22:6: “Train children in the right way, and
when old, they will not stray.” Four days a week, Victory
teaches the students the fundamentals of baseball and
track, reinforces their reading skills, gives them artistic
outlets through choir and dance classes, and provides life
lessons through the Character Counts curriculum.
For Howard, the journey to Victory began while
growing up in the Ninth Ward, where he first fell in love
with baseball playing on fields built by volunteers. His
early mentor, “Mr. Bill,” used his own tractor to cut a field
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into a playground and provided structure and direction
to Howard and his friends. Howard played baseball at
SUNO and landed a tryout with the Cincinnati Reds in
1978. The Reds’ scout clearly saw his passion for the game
and told him to “give what you’ve learned back.” After a
successful career in regional food sales, he partnered with
Volunteers of America to acquire a property adjacent to
Bunny Friend Park in the Upper Ninth Ward and began
a program which focused on character education and
sports.
Early on, Howard brought a tough love approach
to his program, challenging participants to expect the
best for themselves and instilling the same structure he
admired in Mr. Bill. He says that the neighborhoods that
many schoolchildren in New Orleans grow up in don’t
foster self-motivation. Walking past overgrown lots,
dilapidated houses,
and
uninspiring
urban landscapes is
demoralizing,
and
Howard hates the
expectations that the
surroundings imply. He and his team model instruction
and leadership that is rooted in determination, discipline,

“give what you’ve
learned back”

and compassion; his motto, “see it to be it,” speaks to the
importance of the types of mentorship he expects from his
staff.
Howard left Volunteers of America and started Victory on
his own shortly after Katrina, and embedded the program
into schools to increase the number of participants. One of
the tradeoffs was the limitation on Christian development.
But Victory’s future plans revolve around the revival of this
component of the program. Starting in December, a new
Wednesday session called Victory Spiritual Academy will
combine Bible study and youth ministry to the choir and
athletics program for second, third, and fourth graders.
Plans for a Saturday session are also in the works. Most
ambitious is Victory’s long-term plan for its own facility near
Odile Davis playground in the Upper Ninth, which Howard
hopes will serve as a spiritual home for the neighborhood’s
youth. His gospel: “Jesus is love—take that on, kids.”
St. Charles has supported Victory for several years through
our
Community
Ministries program,
providing a stable
source of funding
and
a
strong
relationship.
Our
committee toured the program last year, and Victory’s
liaison to SCAPC, John Martin, serves on its board. This
year, approximately 75 students in the program will be
among the recipients of White Gift offerings.
This partnership is one of the many ways that our church
has extended our ministry beyond our walls. We support
fifteen additional programs which offer important and lifechanging services to some of our city’s neediest residents,
and, of course, we continue to discern the ways in which
our own church-based programs can expand their impact

“Jesus is love--take
that on, kids”

as well. We are grateful for and inspired by Melvin Howard
and the many others like him who follow their calls to do
challenging but important work, and we’re honored to
stand alongside him. •

WAYS YOU CAN SUPPORT
VICTORY ACADEMY
• Speak to the students for five minutes
about your life and career one Monday
or Thursday. Contact Coach Melvin
Howard at howard_victory@cox.net.
• Attend a fundraiser.
• Donate your time or resources.

Learn more at www.victoriesinservice.org
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familia y familia

FAMILY MISSION WORK IN CUBA
by Lynn & T. Nolan

members of the mission team beside a mural at el Fuerte painted by SCaPC members in 2005
St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church (SCAPC) and
El Fuerte Church in Cuba share a very special bond.
Members of both churches mutually support one another.
SCAPC also partners with Living Waters for the World to
provide clean, sustainable water and health education for
communities in need of clean drinking water.
When Thomas Favrot described his first mission trip to
El Fuerte Church to his sisters, he said, “It will change
your life.” Those inspiring words encouraged three of
us to join him on his next trip there. My husband and
I, Aimée Favrot Bell, Michele Favrot Murphy and her
husband Kevin joined Thomas and his wife, Janet, on the
October 2014 mission trip that ultimately changed our
hearts, opened our eyes, and filled our souls.
Michele, Kevin, Aimée!, my husband and I were all
first timers. Thomas and Janet were veterans. The three
additional travelers were team leader, Laura St. Clair
(dubbed Laura St. Favrot), Dr. Wes Alden, and Cory
Woolsey. Having been to Cuba on these missions many
times before, they were the Living Waters system experts.
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The team as a whole helped in all aspects of the mission,
including cooking, home visitations, worship, fellowship,
preaching, crafts for the children, and clean water
distribution.
Our team brought
more
than
1,100
pounds of goods to
Cuba, including Bibles,
Christian books and
materials for children,
a new Schwinn bicycle,
replacement parts and
pumps for the water
treatment systems, vitamins, clothes and cosmetics. All of
these were graciously received with bright eyes from the
children and tender tears of appreciation from the adults.
In addition, the team brought Zatarain’s food products for
the deliciously simple New Orleans feast that Janet and I
prepared for our friends at El Fuerte. Around the table our
two languages and two cultures shared one voice and one

“it changed our
hearts, opened
our eyes, and
filled our souls”

community.
Previously, Wes and Cory attended Living Waters
training in Oxford, MS where they received hands-on
experience installing and maintaining the water treatment
system. Their expertise was vital at El Fuerte. The impact on
the health of the El Fuerte community has been dramatic,
especially on the children and elderly. In addition to the
health benefits, the Living Waters have increased church
participation, especially at El Fuerte, which is known in
the community as “the water church.”
The Cuban people were sincerely warm, friendly, and
generous. They welcomed us into their homes and into
their hearts and treated us as family. When they realized
that seven of us were from the same family, they were
impressed and even more embracing. It was family to
family or familia y familia.
Historically, the Favrot family had a presence in Cuba
since the 1800’s that made our trip even more personally
meaningful. Don Louis DeClouet, whose mother was a
Favrot, founded the city of Cienfuegos in 1819. Our team

had the chance to visit his home and the church where his
memorial service
was held.
Each member
contributed
according to his/
her capabilities
and
received
blessings
a
hundred fold in
return.
Many
times, hugs and
kisses were shared
with the words, “I love you” in both English and Spanish.
Other times, we were speechless with tears of joy. Our
team arrived as ten individuals, and left as one family. Our
journey further strengthened the bonds between El Fuerte
and “St. Charlie,” as they affectionately say in Cuba. The
two churches feel as one family with individual faces and
smiles that tell the whole story of one body in Christ. •

“One of the most memorable parts of the trip was helping
to prepare a lunch for the congregation. No other church
has ever done that for them. Working alongside a few of
the women, who do most of the cooking there, was such a
delight. They didn’t speak English and I didn’t speak Spanish
and we all did great. They were so willing to be of service to
Lynn and I, and we loved being of service to them. It was a
wonderful day.”

“The Big Moment of our trip was not one moment, but every
day when we were embraced so warmly as individuals, as
family and as representatives of St. Charles Ave. Presbyterian
Church.”

–Janet S. Favrot

“We came away with more than we brought down to Cuba.
They have so little, but gave us so much.”

–Lynn F. Nolan

“around the table our
two languages and
two cultures shared
one voice and one
community”

–William T. Nolan

“Powerful. Genuine. I feel truly blessed to have been a part of
the SCAPC team. I am still trying to get my head and heart
around what we experienced.”

–Aimée! Bell

HOW DID THIS TRIP IMPACT YOU?
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Lupberger Lecture Series

with the Rev. Dr. William Willimon

COMMENTS FROM THE CONGREGATION:
“Challenging and entertaining. Willimon blows the crust
off parables and presents them with the wide-eyed wonder
they were originally intended to provoke. He opened them up
to me in ways I had never considered but, at the same time,
were staring me in the face from the beginning.”
-John A. Dunlap

“Willimon stuck to his theme for the three sessions,
and reminded us, in clear, fresh language, illustrated by
unforgettable examples, that God seeks us - we don’t need
to fret or be anxious (or wear ourselves to a frazzle) chasing
God. This was an outstanding series.”
-Jane Gwyn

“Will Willimon is personable, friendly, and has a great
sense of humor. I saw him over and over again ‘relating’
to everyone he spoke to. He remembered my aunt from
Birmingham, called the son of John and Patty at a college
where he teaches just to touch base, and seemed to have so
many connections...like Christ, a master at being ‘inclusive’
rather than ‘exclusive’. Dr. Willimon’s messages about Christ
were presented in a somewhat new way for me and in a
manner that I could really hear. I took copious notes and am
enjoying re-reading them today. I feel truly blessed to have
heard all of his lectures this weekend, close to 5 hours, for this
is a man who truly practices what he preaches--a trait that is
quite rare in today’s world it seems. Many thanks to Ed and
Donna Lupberger for this series! This act of kindness is truly
a gift to the church that we can all enjoy!”
-Jeanie Clinton

“I found Willimon to be refreshingly honest, modest,
theologically profound, and perceptive. He is obviously a
gifted teacher and writer and a keen observer of life and
people. He sees Jesus in what to the rest of us would pass
for ordinary encounters. His sermon was brilliant. Spellbinding. I got so caught up in the stories he was telling that
I didn’t realize until afterwards that what he had done was
to “explain” two of Jesus’s parables by two parables of his own
invention (the last-minute studier who got the A and the
mother who hammered her way into the locked bedroom of
her delinquent son).”
-Beth Poe

“Willimon’s stories continue to challenge me to consider
how my daily practices can better reflect the simple messages
of Jesus’ life that I tend to make too complex. I was jolted by
Willimon’s reminder that Christians often devote time and
energy to issues that Jesus never addressed. I’ve continued
my study from Willimon by listening to some of his sermon
podcasts and I look forward to reading more of his books. I
am grateful for Crorey Lawton’s Sunday School class on Why
Jesus? to introduce me to Willimon before his visit. Also, many
thanks to the Lupbergers for their support of this series.”
- Cathy Franklin
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“There was much food for thought. His responses to questions
were thoughtful and comprehensive. What a gift it would be
to attend a semester of his classes!”
-Michael O’Keefe
“We both had read really exciting reviews of the Rev.
Dr. Willimon’s work, especially of his book, Why Jesus?,
before attending his Saturday morning lecture. The reviews
were pale compared to what we got out of the lecture. It
was provocative, challenging, and at times, quite funny.
He caused us to want to think more deeply, perhaps even
somewhat differently, about some of our long held biblical
views. He is highly knowledgeable and was quite clear, nonjudgmental, yet highly accessible in his presentation. We wish
everyone could have heard him!”
-Walter & Henrietta Harris

scapc’s chicken piccata

from the kitchen of Jim & Bonnie Hobden

Jim and Bonnie Hobden have been active in SCAPC activities for many, many years. Bonnie was Director of the Nursery
School for quite a while, where she honed her talented culinary skills with the able assistance of the youngest members of the
SCAPC flock. A former parole officer, Jim brings his gregarious and humorous people skills to the table where he discovered a
new passion for cooking for our Wednesday Night Out suppers. Below is one of their recipes that is known for increasing the head
count on the reservation list by at least ten percent whenever it is on the menu. They recently served 40 pounds of it for the WNO
Broadway Night dinner. You’ll have to ask Jim if you want the recipe to feed that many!
Jim & Bonnie’s Chicken Piccata
serves two
Ingredients:
-2 boneless chicken breasts, butterfly cut (to make about an inch thick)
-1/2 stick butter
-1/4 cup olive oil
-1/2 cup chicken stock
-1/2 cup white wine
-1 tsp minced garlic
-1 1/2 oz. capers
-2 Tbsp lemon juice
-lemon slices, thinly sliced and seeds removed
-mixture of flour, salt, pepper, & paprika
Directions:
1. In bowl, mix flour with salt, pepper, and paprika to taste (the paprika gives a golden hue to the chicken, so use a lot of it).
2. Coat chicken pieces in flour mixture.
3. Melt butter and olive oil in a skillet at medium high heat.
4. Saute floured chicken in butter/oil on both sides until chicken turns golden brown. It will not be very cooked at this point, it
just develops a tasty, golden outside crust.
5. Remove chicken from skillet and place in baking dish, reserve for later.
6. Add white wine to skillet to deglaze it. Add chicken stock, garlic, and lemon juice and stir, picking up all the pan drippings. Boil
lightly (you can also add a little flour to thicken slightly as you stir).
7. Sprinkle capers over chicken, then pour liquid evenly over the chicken breasts.
8. Cover chicken with lemon slices.
9. Bake at 350 degrees, uncovered, for 20-30 minutes, or until tender.
10. Serve over a bed of buttered noodles and enjoy!
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scapc’s SUPer sextons!

Powering the Church one Event at a Time
by Pierce Young and Wayne Willcox

As Advent approaches, it comes as no surprise that things at SCAPC are really bustling. Truth be told, it is
actually a virtual beehive of activity here year round! So many terrific things happen at the church on any
given day of any season: SCAPC Nursery School classes, PW Bible Studies, RHINO orientations, Wednesday
Night Out dinners and programming, STAIR tutoring, music recitals, MOMs group, committee meetings of
all types and sizes…and this list just scratches the surface! It is remarkable that SCAPC is able to handle so
many functions day-in and day-out without missing a beat, and not one of them would be possible without
the consistent and thoughtful efforts of our fabulous SEXTONS! As a staff, we all know that none of us could
do what we do without the sextons’ support. Donald, Joe and Terry are our superheroes every day, and there
is currently a bulletin board in Frampton Fellowship Hall to show them how much we appreciate them. Not
all superheroes wear capes – ours wear blue and carry radios. We are so grateful to have Donald Jefferson, Joe
Bean and Terry Patterson on the SCAPC team!
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“Our church truly could not function without the devoted
and proactive work of our sexton team. Although their
work is primarily behind the scenes, everything they do each
day helps our church, nursery school and STAIR programs
to operate smoothly and efficiently. SCAPC is an extremely
busy place seven days a week – from our daily nursery school
(including traffic duty), Sunday worship services, multiple
Sunday school classes, Youth Group, 20/30s events, Thursday
morning prayer group, WNO dinner and programs, Session
team meetings, RHINO, STAIR tutoring, weddings, funerals
and inurnments (just to name a few!) each involving unique
set-up and clean up duties. Donald, Terry and Joe always
have smiles on their faces and have woven themselves into the
hearts of our church family. I am proud to be their co-worker
and friend, and could not do my job without their devotion
to theirs. Thank you!”
-Emily C. Fleshman
“There is a reason why when every potential bride walks
into the sanctuary for the first time they are awed by the
beauty. What they do not see is the behind the scenes effort it
takes to keep the place clean and in good shape. This includes
the finest bathrooms on the Avenue. No wedding would be
complete without the help of the sextons.”
-Sara Warren
“I give heart felt thanks to Donald, Terry and Joe for their
tireless hard work day in and day out. They always have a
smile on their faces no matter how long their list of “to do’s.”
We miss Tyronne but give thanks to these three wonderful
members of our family for all that they do to keep us straight.”
-Ann Van Horn

“Our sextons are always helpful and pleasant. Plus, they
know how to “roll with the punches!” They are not only
fellow staff, they are members of the family.”
-Don Frampton
“SCAPC is so fortunate to have Terry, Donald and Joe
working behind the scenes and keeping our church activities
running smoothly. There’s no way to know how many chairs
they have moved, places they have set, dishes they have
washed, floors they have mopped, pews they have cleaned, etc.
etc. Their accomplishments are endless and their faithfulness
to SCAPC is most appreciated.”
-Don and Edna Charles
“The sextons are like the gears of the SCAPC engine.
Without their hard work and dedication to keep the church
clean, set up for all the different meetings, and clean up after
all of our social events, the church would be stalled on the
side of the road waiting for AAA. We are so blessed to have
Donald, Terry, and Joe as a part of the SCAPC family!!!”
-Bobby Segal
“Joe & Donald are always so willing to help with a smile on
their face! It’s comforting to know that they always have your
back. I so appreciate the attention to detail Terry puts into
the snack displays between and after services. Presentation
is such an important part of SCAPC’s hospitality – she is so
committed to congregational care!”
-Emma Cate Pegues
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Broadway Night at WNO

Fall
at

SCAPC

PW S Imple Elegance
RH INO Birthday Party

Youth Sunday

Senior Adults Natchez Cruise
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Elder Class of 2017

Shades of Praise

Lighthouse Christmas Play

PW Christmas Service

White Gift Sunday

2030s Christmas Brunch
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make scapc your new year’s resolution!
here are some ways to get involved in the life of the church this year:

SCAPC SMALL GROUPS:

•

Caregiver’s Support Group
First Monday of the Month | 12-1 pm | Church Parlor
Contact: Barry Thompson, bthomps1@tulane.edu

•

MOMs Group, for mothers of young children
(includes childcare)
Mondays | 9:30 - 11:00 a.m. | Challenger Classroom
Contact: Ashley Hope, 404-915-0799

•

PW Monthly Evening Circle & Noon Circle Bible
Studies
Evening Circle Contact: Gwen Wertz, g2shuz@bellsouth.net
Noon Circle Contact: Libbie Reiss, libbiereiss@yahoo.com
20/30s PINTS (Presbyterians Imbibing in Necessary
Theological Study)
Every other Tuesday | 7 p.m. | Location Varies
Contact: Genny Hagler, genny@scapc.org or join the FB
group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SCAPC2030/

•

•

Downtown Bible Study & Breakfast Group
Wednesday Mornings | 7 a.m. | Between the Bread Restaurant
(625 St. Charles Avenue)
Contact: John Morton, Jr., 504-451-3567.

•

Spiritually Hungry Women’s Study Group
Wednesdays | 12:30-1:30 p.m. | Land Building
Contact: Miriam Schulingkamp, 231-330-5754 or
schuling@aol.com.

•

Men’s Bible Study
Wednesdays | 5:15 p.m. | Phifer Library
Contact: Don Frampton, 504-897-0101 x.110 or
frampton@scapc.org.
Thursday Morning Bible Study & Prayer Group
Thursday Mornings | 7 a.m. | Land Building, Riverside
Contact: Henrietta Harris, 504-737-0871 or Phil Stagg,
985-732-4444.

•

•

PW Needlework Group
Thursdays | 10 a.m. - Noon | Land Building, Lakeside Parlor
Contact: Mary Ann Mott, 504-866-4424.
PW Book Club
First Thursday of the Month | 7 p.m. | Land Building
Contact: Elizabeth Artiques, 504-756-4852.

Check out our weekly Sunday School study groups for
College and 20/30s, as well as weekly Youth programs.
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•

Join a small group! We have prayer groups, Bible and book
study groups, social groups, groups for MOMs, something
for everyone! See list to the left.
Volunteer with RHINO! Host a RHINO group for
dinner, help alongside RHINOs at the worksite, bring
them breakfast on an early Saturday morning, there are
many ways you can get involved! Contact Emma Pegues,
emma@scapc.org, to learn more about ways to help.
Make a difference through one of our many community
ministries! Serve breakfast to the homeless on Saturday
mornings at Cresent City Café, help tutor children through
STAIR, support the women at Eden House, there are many
ways you can help make a difference! Check out our SCAPC
supported community ministries online at: http://www.scapc.
org/missions/community-ministries/.
Help out with our worship services! We can always use
more liturgists, children’s message presenters, and ushers! If
your schedule is flexible, funeral ushers are needed on short
notice, as well. Contact Emily Fleshman, emily@scapc.org to
get plugged into one of these spots!
Come to Wednesday Night Out! Wednesday Night Out is
a great way to have a wonderful dinner and fellowship with
other SCAPC members! For a listing of WNO programming,
menus and to sign up, visit: www.scapc.org/wno.
Join a Sunday school class! We have classes on Sunday
mornings for everyone! Children and youth classes, college
study class, 20/30s book study, and many adult classes!
Check out the complete listings online at: http://www.scapc.
org/worship/sunday-school/.
Check out a book from the Phifer Library! Did you know
that you can check out books from our library? Stop by
and browse on Sunday mornings or Mon-Fri from 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m.! For more information on available books, contact
library@scapc.org.
Attend a retreat or mission trip! Presbyterian Women have
their annual retreat in January, the men have their retreat in
March, and the Youth have a retreat in the Fall. SCAPC
also has different mission trip opportunities available
throughout the year. These are always a great opportunity
to refresh your faith!
Volunteer with Hard Hats! Are you pretty handy? Do you
have various repair and construction skills? There are always
small (and sometimes large) projects happening around the
church that we could use help with! To volunteer, contact
Wayne Willcox, wayne@scapc.org, or 897-0101 x115.
Invite a friend to worship with us! Faith can be most
meaningful when shared with someone else. Invite a friend
to come with you to a worship service, small group, or
WNO!
Check out the bulletin announcements and our website
(www.scapc.org) to find more ways to get involved!

the work of the

aSSoCiate PaStor noMinating CoMMittee
The Associate Pastor Nominating Committee (APNC), consisting of nine church members elected by the
congregation, along with Senior Pastor Don Frampton serving in an ex-officio capacity, convened its initial meeting
on November 9. The committee will have an intense schedule of meetings over the next several months. According
to the PCUSA manual on calling a pastor, there is a minimum of ten detailed steps involved in calling a pastor
in the Presbyterian Church and could take anywhere from nine to eighteen months to bring the process to a
successful conclusion. We are hoping to conclude our work closer to the nine month timeframe.
One of the first major activities of the APNC is to write and submit the Ministry Information Form (MIF).
The MIF will be based in large measure on the Saint Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church’s new Long Range Plan,
which was finalized and approved by the Session at its December meeting. Once the MIF is completed, it will be
sent to PCUSA and posted on its Church Leadership Connection (CLC) website. After which, APNC will begin
posting notices of our impending call in all appropriate church-related outlets. Nonetheless, the committee sincerely
requests assistance from the congregation in providing us with contact information for outstanding potential
candidates. Please send recommendations of candidates to wharris13@cox.net. We are hopeful to begin receiving
Personal Information Forms (PIF) from prospective candidates in January.
Other significant steps in the process will include reading and screening PIFs, contacting prospective
pastors, contacting references, having Presbytery to Presbytery checks, having phone and internet video interviews,
visiting prospective pastors in their ministry setting, and hosting pastors here in our setting for formal interviews.
All of these things will be done with great care and deliberation before we are prepared to present a nominee to the
congregation.
In all the work which lies ahead, the APNC requests your sincere and continuing prayers as it moves
forward with these important tasks on behalf of the congregation.
Walter Harris, Chair
Associate Pastor Nominating Committee

SCAPC Member Milestones

Share your SCAPC member milestones with us! Send them to events@scapc.org.

BIRTHS
Penn Foster Samuels,
son of Christina & Armand Samuels
MEMBER DEATHS
Lila Lee Newman
Stanley E. Morrison
Don McClure
George Campbell Logan
MARRIAGES
Nell Morgan & George Wilson, Jr.
Amanda Baxter & Ryan Berger
Megan Peck & Kyle Walther
Meredith Maxwell & Minor Strachan
Valerie Powers & Mark Joffrion

BAPTISMS
Ethan Alexander Decker,
child of Chris & Emily Decker
Edward Briggs Smallpage,
child of Rebecca & Benton Smallpage
Larson Grant Beezley,
child of Amber & Josh Beezley
Avery Antoinette Danner,
child of Stacey & Frank Danner
Wesley Dorrance Marchal, Jr.,
child of Wes & Lauren Marchal
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St. Charles Avenue

presbyterian church
1545 State Street
New Orleans, LA 70118
www.scapc.org

Please deliver to:

What is your favorite Bible verse and what does it mean to you?

“I don’t have a favorite Bible verse, however, I do have a favorite
psalm: Psalms 27. This psalm means that the Lord will ‘have
your back’ always and will never let you down in the short or
long run because he is always there and fighting for you.”

–lark Marie Fall
“Psalms 34-3 ‘O magnify the Lord with me, and let us exalt his
name together!’ because it is engraved in our wedding rings.”

–ruSSell and Jennie Steele
“Psalms 118:8, because it is supposedly the verse at the center
of the Bible, and because of what it says, ‘it is better to take
refuge in the Lord than to put confidence in mortals.’”

–PhiliP luChSinger

